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Thecontent of this presentation has beensourced fromvarious youtube videos andblogs apart fromtheoriginal paper
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Transformer Variants
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Training Dataset

- Filtering

- Fuzzy Deduplication

- Adding high quality dataset

- Overlapping Test Set



Evaluations



Language Modelling

- SOTA on PTB

- Omit the 4 Wikipedia-related tasks and one-billion word  

benchmark



LAMBDA



TriviaQA



Translation



Synthetic and Qualitative  

Tasks
- Arithmetic

- Word Scrambling and Manipulation

- SAT Analogies

- News Article Generation

- Learning and Using NovelWords

- Correcting English Grammar



Arithmetic



Word Scramble and Manipulation



News Generation



Limitations

- Lowperformance in some NLPtasks

- Starts to lose coherenceover sufficiently large passages

- Special difficulty with“common sensephysics” like“If I putcheese

in fridge,will it melt ?”

- Architecturaldrawback is doesn’thavebidirectional info and

denoisingobjectives



Limitations

- Poor sampleefficiency

- Ambiguityon fewshot learning learns task fromscratch ?

- Difficult inferencing, hugemodel

- Lack of structuredknowledge
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Race
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Demos



GPT3 : Demos

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1n-_b7WFjc1tqbns9SuBd76ynqF6nXJXh/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1n-_b7WFjc1tqbns9SuBd76ynqF6nXJXh/view


GPT3 : Interaction with your own AR bot

https://twitter.com/i/status/1294380308209508359

https://twitter.com/i/status/1294380308209508359
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1MN3pdSLGwgCDwB-9qgn506NrauoduOwj/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1MN3pdSLGwgCDwB-9qgn506NrauoduOwj/view


GPT3 : Animate Your Maths From English

https://twitter.com/i/status/1294652394739912704

https://twitter.com/i/status/1294652394739912704
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q6sp4LuJxtmDO4DD5cVvaQMYMrkIol4B/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q6sp4LuJxtmDO4DD5cVvaQMYMrkIol4B/view


GPT3 : Building aWebsite

https://youtu.be/LOhIS7kiKvM

https://youtu.be/LOhIS7kiKvM


GPT3 : Context BasedDictionary

https://twitter.com/i/status/1294631853224206339

https://twitter.com/i/status/1294631853224206339


GPT3 : Describe YourDesign



Weaknesses

- Fails miserably on reasoning tasks, so in essence,  

GPT-3 is not a very good reasoning module at all  

(Vipul)

- No saturation yet (Vipul)



Weaknesses

- Fails miserably on reasoning tasks, so in essence,  

GPT-3 is not a very good reasoning module at all  

(Vipul)

- No saturation yet (Vipul)

- In zero-shot or one-shot, choice of words for task  

description in context learning can introduce  

variance (Shantanu)

- Limited context window of 2048 (Shantanu)
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Extensions

- A bidirectional model with similar size and  

experiments (Vipul, Shantanu)

- Explainable few-shot learning and analysis to see if

GTP-3 is actually learning (Vipul, Shantanu)

- A distilled version of GPT-3 (Shantanu)

- Limited context window of 2048 (Shantanu)

- Adversarial experiments to tweak the training  

samples articulately and present the adversarial  

examples to it at test time for inference. (Vipul)



Thankyou
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